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ABSTB4CT 
This cross section of inertia theory exposes, with some &gressions, two main 
themes. The more historical one starts with the first theorems aimut inertia (those of 
Sylvester and Lyapunov), and reveals how they are now viewed and applied. Here 
the emphasis is on unification and generalization within the onginal finite dimen- 
sional setting. The Main Inertia Theorem is one of the principal ,&ievements. The 
other &heme treats the difficulties of developing analogous results for infinite dimen- 
sions. A variety of infinite dimensional “inertias” are defined and studied, and a 
counterpart to the hlain Inertia Theorem is given, which is valid in general Hilhert 
spaces. Some generalizations of Sylvester’s Theorem appear here for the first time, 
and they fit nicely into both themes. Even when they are restricted to finite 
dimensions they are extensions of what was previously known. Jo20 Filipe Queiro has 
written an extensive account of a rather different part of inertia theory [28]. 
I. EARLY INERTIA THEOREMS 
We begin with some notation: 
R-the set of real numbers, 
C-the set of complex numbers, 
M,(F)-the set of n X n matrices with entries from the set F, 
II+ ={zEQ=:Rez>O}, 
II_ ={rEQ=:Rea<O}, 
l-&= {z@JZ:Rez=O). 
*Lecture notes prepared by Ana Isabel Rosendo, Antonio Lexl JDuarte. and Jo& Filipe 
. ’ 
*e;;pported by Funda$io Calouste G&e&an, Lisboa. Present addrezx Dqxu-tment of 
Mathematics, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011. 
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DEFINITION 1.1. The iW of M E M,(C) is the triple of nonnegative 
integers 
In(M)=(i+(M;+i_( 
where i,,(M) is the number of eigenvalues 0s’ M in U,, s 9 = + , - ,O. Since WG 
count multiplicities, we have i+(M)+ i_(M)+-i,(M)=n. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Sylvester’s Theorem, 1% cent,:ry). Let S, H EM,,(@). If 
H is knnitian and S is invertible, thm In(S*HS) = In(H). 
this was the first “inertia theorem.” Originally it didn’t look like this. 
I %TEREST OF SYLVESTER’S THEOREM. Consider the quadratic form r*Mz, 
whe: e M is hermitian and x is a column vector (n X 1 matrix). Se8ing x= Sy, 
we nave x*Mx= y*(S*MS)y. If we choose an invertible S such that 
1 
i 
‘P 0 
S*MS= -‘q 
0 0, 
we have In(M)=In(S*MS)=(p,q,r). 
The converse of Theorem 1.2 is also true. Hence we have the forowing 
THEOREM 1.3. Given hermitian m&rices A atkd B, they are wnfinctive 
(i.e., there exists an invertible S such that A= S*BS) i# In(A)=In(B). 
It’s not hard to see that there exist precisely [(n + 1)2 + n + 1]/2 distinct 
inertia triples (where n is the order of the matrices). By Theorem 1.3, that is 
also the number of equivalence classes determined in the set of n x n 
hermitian matrices by the relation of conjunctivity. 
Given M E%(C), we ‘;ay that M is (positive) sfu& iff i+(M)=n. We 
write M >>O to mean that M is hermitian and stable (that is, M is hermitian 
positive definite). 
Given M EM,(@), we write 
. 
ReM=i(M+ M*), HmM= &(M- M*). 
Re M and Im M are clearly hermitian. 
THEOREM 1.4 (Lyapunov’s Theorem, end of 19th century). Let A E 
M,,(C). A is stable iff there exhts an H E M,,(C) such that H>O and 
Re(HA)>O, 
This was the second ‘“inertia theorem.” 
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INTEREST OF LYAPUNOV’S THEOREM. Given A E M,,(C), we are going to 
prove that the solutions of the system dx/dt =Ax are all stable (i.e., jixll+O 
when t+oo) iff the matrix - A is stable. 
(*) Let X E a(A) : Au = XU for some u #O. It is easy to see that the vector 
x = e% is a solution. Since, by hypothesis, x must be stable, it follows that 
ReX<O. 
(e) If -A is stable, it follows from Lyapunov’s theorem that there exists 
an H>>O such that Re(H( -A))= -Re(HA)>O. 
Given a nonzero solution x, we shah differentiate x*Hx (the so-calkxl 
energy form) with respect to t: 
= (Ax)*&+ x*f.Ax 
=2x*(Re(HA))x 
That tells us that f(t) = x*iXx is decreasing and 2 0; so L =lim,_,,f( t) 
exists. But on the other side r*Hx 2 mina(H)- ]]x]]‘. Thus, for t>O, ]]x]]~ is 
bounded by r= x*(O)Hx(O)/mina(H). It follows that 
maxa(Re(HA))*r < 0, 
which is impossible, for the mean-value theorem gives t,, E [n, n + l] such that 
f(tn)=f(n+l)-f(n),andthenlim,,,f’(t,)=L-L=O. q 
THEOREM 1.5 (Main Inertia Theorem) (cf. Wielandt [22], Krein [7], 
Odrowski and Schneider [15], Taussky [ 191). L,et A E M,(C), 
(1) ‘There exists a hermitian Z-Z E M,(C) such that Re(HA)>>O ifl i,(A) 
=o. 
(2) Zf H is hermitian and Re(HA)>O, then In(Aj=In(H). 
INTEREST OF THE MAIN IVERTIA THEOREM. We are going to deduce, as 
corollaries to Theorem 1.5, the two classical results on inertia. 
COROL~Y 1.6 (Lyapunov’s Theorem). See ‘fieeren~ 1.4, 
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Proof. Suppose A is stable. By the first part of Theorem 1.5, there exists 
,a he mitian H such that Re(HA)>O. It remains to show that .H>O; that 
follows from the second part of Theorem 1.5 and from the fact that A is 
stabla. 
Conversely, suppose there exists an H>>O such that Re(HA)>O. By the 
second part of Theorem 1.5, In(A) = In(H) = (n,O,G) and A is stable. 
IHEOREM 1.7 (Sylvester’s theorem). See Thes- 1.2. 
Proof (cf. 1151). Let z&S EM&), with H hermitian and S invertible. We 
have 
In(S*HS)=In[ S(Sf~YS)S-L]=In[(SS*)Zf]g 
We shall prove that In[(SS*)Hj =In(H). 
Case 1: H is invertible. We have 
Re[ (SS*)HH -‘I =Re( SS*) = SS*>>O. 
Thus, by the second part of (IS), In[( SS*)H] = In(H - ‘) = In(H). 
Case 2: H is not invertible. Let U unitary be such that 
with K invertible. 
set 
u*(SS*)u= f; y , 
[ 3 
with 
We have then 
dimL=dimK, L>>O. 
In[ (SS*)H] =In( [ It;:: i 1) =In(LK) + (O,O,dimP). 
Since K is invertible and L>O, we have, by Case 1, In(LK)= In(K). It 
follow I that 
In[(SS*)H]=In(K)+{O,0,dimP)=In(H). 
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II. SOME FACTS ABOUT HILBERT SPACE 
We shall consider a complex Hilbert space X. We denote the inner 
product of x, y E x by (x, y). x is a nonned space with the norm defined 
by ]]x]]= m, XEX. 
REnuRK 2.1. X is a complete topological space with respect to the 
topology defined by the norm 11 l 11. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Given a set S, let 
12(S)= (x:S+@: 2 )xs12<03 , 
SES 1 
where, for each x, we assume that the set {s:xs 20) is at most countable. 
For x,yE l’(s), put (x,y> =ZsESQ&. (Z2(S),(.,.>) is a Hilbert space. And 
every complex Hilbert space is of this form, in the sense pointed out below. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a complex Hihrt space. 
(1) X has St2 c&r im0lwlal basis {v,:sES}. 
(2) X is isomorphic to 12(S), where S <is the index set of the basis. 
We omit the proof of this theorem. 
REMARK 2.4. Here “isomorphism” means a one-to-one and onto linear 
mapping that preserves the inner product. 
We denote by B(X) th e set of continuous (or bounded) linear operators 
from the Hilbert space x into itself. If we think of % as Z2( S), we have that 
B(X) c M,(C), where c = card S. Unless c is finite, this inclusion is proper 
[take the matrix diag(l,2,...,n ,... ), which defines an unbounded operator]. 
The (r,s)th entry in the matrix of A E B(x) is (Aq, v,}. 
Given A E B(X), we denote by A* the adjoint operator of A. A * satisfies 
(xA*y) = (Ax, y) VX,iyEX. 
In B(Z2(S)), th e matrix of A* is the conjugate transpose of the matrix of A. 
Let A E B(X). The spectrr;m of A is 
cr(A)={hEC:A-XIhasnoinverseinB(X)}. 
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Thle numerical range (or fwld of values) of A is 
W(A) = {(Ax,+ : llle;i = 1). 
We still write 
ReA=i(A+A*), ImA = ;(I -A*). 
RE~MARK 2.5. Since Re(Ax,x) =((ReA)x,x), we have that W(A)c1T+ 
iff ((ReA)x,x) >0 for all x#O, that is, iff ReA is positive definite. 
(1) W(A+B)c W(A)+ W(B); 
(2) W(d) = a W(A); 
(3) W(A) is ti cmuex subset of the set {r;EC: lzl G l!All} (where llAll= 
suP~~Xpx,IIA41); 
(4) a(A) c W(A) 
(5) if A ;ii mmal (i.e., AA * = A*A), then W(A) is the convex hull of 
+); 
(6) if dim% < 00, then W(A) is cmqmct. 
REm 2.7. We are interested in the numerical range espec’slly be- 
cause of relation (4) of the previous theorem and of the fact that W(A) varies 
continuously with A, while a(A) in general does not. So we can keep a 
certain control on the behavior of u(A) by looking at that of W(A). 
Given two sets of complex numbers Sr and Ss, with Oe Sz, we denote by 
SJS, the set of all numbers of the form sr/ss, where s,E S,, s,E Ss. 
The following theorem was proved by H. Wielandt [22] for finite 
dimensions (cf. J. P. Williams [24] for the infinite-dimensional case). 
THEOREM 2.8. Let A,B ES(%). 2” O@ W(A), then 
-- 
o(A-‘B)c W(B) / W(A). 
REMARK 2.9. Given two operators A and Z3, if one of them is invertible, 
then a(AB)= u(BA). Th us in the conclusion of the theorem we also have 
@A-‘)c W(B)/ W(A). 
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Proof of theorem. Since 0 BF W(A), A - r exists. Now for any complex 
number A we may write A 
a(A“B), then 0 E u(B - 
-‘B-AIrA-‘(B-AA). Therefore if hi 
AA) c W(B-AA) c W(B)-AW(A) = _- 
W(B)-hW(A). Hence O=b-Xa with bE W(B) and O#aE W(A), that is, 
I~=~/BEW(B)/W(A). 
The corresponding result for the product [i.e., a(AB)Cm*W(B)I is 
in general false, as shown by the following examples from [22] and [24]. 
EXAMPLE 2.10. 
(1) set 
(A and B are hermitian and unitary matrices). We have 
ABC o 1 
[ 1 -1 0’ 
a(AB) = -c i. 
On the other side, W(A) = W(B) = [ - 1, 11. Therefore, clearly, o(AB) ET 
W(A). W(B). [Note that in this case OE W(A). That does not happen in the 
second counterexample.] 
(2) Set 
A+=[: ;I=&+[ y ;I. 
We have W(A) = W(B)= {z : Ix, - 11 4 i}. Therefore, 
-- 
W(A)* W{B)c(z:Rez< i}, but q<(3+fi)/2~ro(AB). [Note that in this -- 
case OB W(A)u W(B).] 
We are going to see a special case where the result above does work for 
the product of operators, Theorems 2.13 and 2.16 are infin~tedimensional 
versions of results of Wielandt. 
DEFINITION 2.11. L,et T E E(X) be Hermitian. We write T>>O iff T -’ 
exists and (TX, x> > 0 for eve+ nonzero x E X . 
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lbauu~ 2.12. Given T>>O, we have 
W(V) =cono(T-‘)=con[a(T)-l]=[cono(T)]-’=TqTj-l. 
(If S c C, we denote by con S the closed convex hull of 
- _-_ 
THEOREM 2.13. If C>>O, then @?C) c W(B). W(C). 
Proof Since 0 B W(C - ‘). we have, by Theorem 2.8, that 
o(BC)c W(B)/W(C_‘)=W(B)qq 
.DEFINITION 2.14. Given A E B(X), the unguhr numerical mnge of A is 
l’(A)= ((Ar,x):C+xEX). 
BH+URK 2.15. Note that 
THEOREM 2.16. If OB W(A), then a(A3)~r(A)*r(B). 
ProoJ We first claim that OB W(A-‘). For let llxll= 1. Then 
&J < IIA”4l~ 
Setting y==A-‘x/(/A-%I), we have 
(A -‘x,x) = [IA -‘xlla( y,Ay). 
Let m=min{lzi:zE W(A)}; m >O by hypothesis (note that W(A) is 
compact). Then 
I(A -‘r,~)l= llA-1~l12~ I< y,Ay)l) l -f?%>O 
IIA II2 
K y&d E W($*, th e set of complex conjugates of the elements of W(A)]. 
Therefore 0 @ W( A - ‘). By Theorem 2.8, if X E o(AB) tb en A = b/c, where 
bE W(B) and O#cE W(A-‘). 
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Let (A-‘x,x)E W(A-!), and put u=A-‘x (uf0, since ]]:rll=l). We 
have (A -‘x,x) = (u,Au) =(Au,u)* EI’(A)*, and so W(A-‘)cT’(A)*. Thus -- - 
W(A-‘)cI’(A)*. This implies that c* E therefore c--l = e*/Ic12 
lies in I’( A) too. And so A = bc - ’ 
--- 
@(A)* W(B)clY(A)I’(B). (Actually we 
have that r(A)*W(B)=r(A)*r(B) since, for any r, s > 0, a E W(A), and 
b E W(B), we have [(rs)a] b = (ru)(sb) and Remark 2.15 applies.) 
III. A GENERALIZATION OF WIELANDT’S THEOREM ON 
INERTIAL NEUTRALITY 
Wielandt [223 proved the following theorem for finite dimensions. 
THEOREM 3.1. (dim% < oo). If W(A)cH+ (i.e., ReA>O) and H is 
hennitian, then In(AH) =In(H) (A is said to be inertially neutral or 
inertially reproducing). 
REMARK 3.2. It happens that the converse of the previous result is also 
true, that is, if In(AH)=In(H) for any hermitian Z-Z, then W(A) (III,. 
We face now the problem of defining the inertia of an operator on an 
infinite-dimensional space. We are going to give one solution to this problem 
and then present a result analogous to Theorem 3.1 for infinite dimensions. 
Fore>O, set BZ(x;e)={AEB(X):AEa(A) * iReAlB(O,e)}. 
DEFINITION 3.3. The set of inertial operators on % is 
sz(X)= u Bz(X;E). 
e>O 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A E BZ(X). Then there exist pr~ecfims I’+, P_, Pot 
B(X) such that 
z=P,+P_+P,, where PqPE=O ifq#S 
and PqA = APv, 
3c=X+@X__@%& where X,=P’X, 
A=A+@A_$A,, where A,, = AIL% E B(%,J, 
a(A)=a+~a_~u,, where uq = u(A) n n, = o(A,,)- 
Using this theorem we can give the followhg 
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DEFINITION 3.5. Given A E H(x), set i,(A) =dim XV. We define the 
inertia of A to be the triple of cardinal numbers 
In(A)=(i+(A),i .(A),i,(A,i 
Proof of theorem. We may suppose A E M(‘X; 3r) for some e ‘>O. Let 
a= l[Alj +3&. Define directed paths y+, y_, and y. in the complex as 
shown in Fig. 1. 
Smce a(A)~{x:lzl<llAll}, for each q (+, -. or O), Q,, is strictly 
contained in the interior of y,,. Now, by the Riesz’s decomposition theorem 
[16, 51481, the operators 
pv = &, jzl-A)-'&, q= +, -,0, 
h 
exist and are projections with the required properties. B 
REMAE~L~ 3.6. For each 9, any simple closed rectifiable cuNe y homo- 
topic to y,, in c\a(A) will give the same projection, that is, 
P- & l(tl- A)-'t&z= Pq. 
P 
We ccme now to the i&mite-dimensional analog of Theorem 3.1. 
-I_ 
THEORZM 3.7. Sivesz A EB(=K), if VI(A) n+ (i.e,, ReAMI), then for 
euery hen~Mun N E BZ(fJc), we hzoe AH E BZ( %) too and In(AH) = In(H). 
-- 
Prmf. By hypothesis, 0 Q W’(A), arid then, by Theorem 2.16, --- - 
c;r(AH)c:T(.4).r(H). 
-..- 
O~u(AH)c I-(A)+kIO,m))= km. 
Thus AH E SZ(K). hnd then 
I (diIn9c,0,0) if H>>O 14AW= (o,dimcJco) if H<<O =wo 1 
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FIG. 1. 
Cnre 2: H - ’ exists but H is indefinite. Let A,= (1 - t)A. + tl, 0 <t Q 1 
(with this notation we have A = A,, I = A,). We compute W(.A,): 
W(A,) -(l-t) W(A) +tcI-I+. 
In particular 0 $ W (A,) 
a(~H)c~*~. S 
and so, again applying Theorem 2.16, 
ince I’(H) c R, it follows that 4H E IA(X) for every 
tE[O, I] [note that Oe a(A,H)]. We shall now prove that In(A,H)=In(A&I). 
For each t let 
P 
V 
=J-$ (ZI-A,H)-idz, 
2ni Trs 
q= +, -, 
be Riesz’s projections, i.e., the projections such that i,,(A,H)=dimP,,X. 
Here y+ and y__ are the directed cures drawn in Fig. 2 (with R = 6 + 
rnax(&4J:O6t< l}, any&>O). (Since in this case a(A,H)nl&=IZI, there is 
no problem in using these curves; cf. fiemark 3.6.) 
Now, we claim that the function ~-PI& (from [0, l] into the set of 
projections of x) is continuous, that is, lim,,, PVt = P$ To prove this, one 
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FCC. 2. 
can either use Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem or simply observe 
that: 
(1) y, X [O, 11 is a compact metric space (being the product of two); 
(2) tie mapping (z, t)+(zI-AJQ-’ is continuous on y, x [0, l] and there- 
fore uniformly contininous; and so 
(3) (zz-A$q-l+z- A,H)- ’ uniformly as t-+s. 
I-Ience P$ is a path of projections and so [ 10, Problem 431 dim&x is 
constant, 0 < t < 1. We conclude at last that 
dimP,,cX:=dim&$C, q- +, -, 
i.e., by our definition of inertia, that In(A,H) = In(A,H). 
Case 3: H -’ &x8 not exist (i.e., OEa(H)). In this case the proof runs 
like that ot case 2 in Sylvester’s theorem for matrices (cf. Corollary 1.7): L&t 
N be the nulI space of H. We have H= K $0 with K E B(N I), K invertible. 
Put A1=AINI, and define the operator L E B(N I) by L = PAL, where 
P: X+N 1 is an oithogonal projection. It is easily seen that ReLBO. Thus, 
by the previous cases, LK is inertial and In{ LK ) = In(K). 
Now, if we think of AH as a matrix, it has the form 
AH- 
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(here the partition obviously corresponds ts the decomposition X = N L G3 
N). Therefore, a( AH) = a( IX) u { 0) and 
Pn(AH) =In(LK) + (O,O,dimN) 
=In(K)+(O,O,dimN)=In(H). 
Let us introduce an n:?w definition. 
DEFINITION 3.8. kin operator A E B(X) is called hennitin-stabk or 
H-s&& iff a(AH) c Ii+ for every H ~0. 
We shall present two different characterizations of the set of H-stable 
matrices. The second one provides a canonical form (under hermitian 
congruence or conjunctivity) for H-stable matrices. 
THEoREM3.9. LetdimX=n<oo.GivenunnXnmcitrixA, 
(1) A is H-stable iHA_’ existi and W(A)cII+ u (0) [4, Co&q 43. 
(2) A is H-stable ifl there exist nonnegative integers m! and r with 
n~m+2r,arealmxmdiagonal~trirD,andaninoertibletrxnmatrirS 
such that 
S*AS=(I,+iD)$ ; -‘kh @ 
01 
rhmes 
[l, ‘s;hemem 11. 
We are going to make use of this second statement to characterize the set 
of inertially neutral n x n matrices. This result seems to be new. 
T~~oruz~3.10. L&dim~=n<co.GivenannXnmathxA,wehuve 
that In(AH)=In(H) fm ewy hennitian H i#ReA>>O. 
Roof, c=: This part is Wielandt’s theorem and a particular case of 
Theorem 3.7. 
*: Clearly A is H-stable. Moreover, for any invertible S and ‘“y 
hermitian H we have, using the hypothesis and Sylvester’s theorem, that 
ln( S*ASH) = In(ASHS*) = In( SHS*) = In(H), 
which means that S*AS is also inertiahy neutral. 
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Suppose that, for some invertible S, S*AS has the form 
where B is some (n - 2) X (n - 2; matrix. Set 
We should have then 
In(B)=(n- l,O,l)=In(S*ASM)=In BCD ( 
which is clearly impossible. Therefare, no direct summand of the form 
[: -:I 
can appear in a matrix that is congruent to A. By part (2) of 
Theorem 3.9, this means that the canonical form of A is I, + iD and thus, for 
some invertible S, ReA = S* - ‘S - ‘-~$0. B 
We mention some open problems in this field: 
(1) Characterize the H htable operators on an arbitrary Hilbert space %. 
(2) Give a definition of the inertia of au operator such that both In(H) 
and In(AH) exist for every hermtian H and are equal whenever ReA>O. 
(3) Find all inertially neutral operators on an arbitrary Hilbert space %. 
IV. GENERAL THEOREMS ON THE STEIN EQUATION 
THEOREM 4.1. Let X c_B(% ) be countable, aruf bt li& be the algebre 
genewed by X u Xc. Q = G is a se,!f-ad@int a!gebm, i.e., & - @ *. Let 
kqEX, and set X=&,={A~:AE@}. Then % is closed andsepamble, 
and f3? C% @l?, uhere $3 c B(3i) and 1’3 c B(X’). 
Proof. That Q is a self-adjoint algtabra is standard. Now, since X is 
countable, the set % of finite “words” with “letters” from X u X* is 
countable too, and so &&&which is the linear span of %x0) is separable. 
Hence %=&q,=&,r,,= @&x0 is separable and closed. 
It remains to establish the decomposition of 8. If A G @, then also 
A* E &. And it is easily seen that % is invariant for both A and A*, that is, A 
is reduced by X. Thus there exist B E :‘:T) and C E B(XI) such that 
A=B@)C. 
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REMARK 4.2. In what follows we work within a countably generated 
self-adjoint algebra of operators (in fact, we shall be dealing only with a 
finite number of operators). Consequently, there is no loss of generality in 
assuming that X is separable. For if X is not’ separable, we can write it as a 
direct sum of (an uncountable number of) separable subspaces (like X) and 
each operator we are considering as a compatible direct sum of operators 
(like B) acting within these subspaces. In the cases we consider, the truth of 
a theorem on each direct summand implies its truth on the direct sum. (On 
this subject see 14, Chapter XIV].) 
We shall now give a new, more general definition of the inertia of an 
operator. 
Given A EB(X), denote by ‘?JILA the set of maps E (called spectral 
measures-see 183) from {II+, II_, IJ,> into the set of projections of X 
satisfying, for q= +, -,O, 
E;A=A&,, where q = iqlq, 
DEFINITION 4.3. Suppose 9R,., ~0, and set 
i,,(A)= miEndimE,,%, q= +, -, 
i,(A) = supdimE,X, 
E 
where E ranges over 9lL*. Define the in&a of A to be 
(we use the subscript II to distinguish this definition of inertia from the one 
given in the previous section and to suggest the r6le of the Q’s). 
FtEMARK 4.4. 
(1) In this setting we also have X=Z@qX, A=Z:CB%, and a(A)= 
u o&J* 
(2) Since each set u(A,,) is closed, we cannot have u(A,,) c 1% for all sif 
A is not in M(X). In this more general situation we have only ‘a&) cl-l& 
owever, we try to come close to what we had in the cm of the inertial 
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operators by ~defining $(A) with “min” when 9 = -k , - ad with “sup” 
when v = 0. 
We Imention two special cases where a single spectra! measure is enough 
to define the inertia of an operator. The first one shu s1,d be expected. 
THEOREM 4.5 [3, Theorems, 7.2, 7.31. 
(1) y A E PI(%), then Inn(A) =In(A) und Inn(A) is computed usistg the 
spectr,?l mearsIL7e 
(d-A)-‘&. 
(2) Zf A is mal, then i,,(A)=dirnE,,‘%, rl= +, -,O, where E is the 
sp?&al measure giuma by the spectral theorem. 
In 1952, P. Stein [17] proved that all eigenvalues of a complex matrix C 
have modulus less than 1 if and only if there exists a positive definite matrix 
H such that the matrix H - C* HC is positive definite. Stein’s theorem was 
later shown to be equivalent to Lyapunov’s theorem. This was carried out by 
0. Taussky [20]. Her method (which we apply here to operators) was the 
following: 
Consider the transformation 
and its inverse 
Given a hermitian operator H, an easy computation shows that: 
(1) 11’ Re(HA)>uO and if C=+(A) exists [i.e., if - 1 Go(A)], then H - 
c+Hc~o. 
(2) If H - C HC >>O and if A = $J( C) exists [i.e., if 1 e a(C)], then he( HA) 
>>o. 
Thus we (aan “translate” questions about Lyapunov’s condition Re( HA)Z+O 
into questions about Stein’s condition H - ~C*HC ~0 and conversely. 
This leads us to another definition of inertia. Set 
A+ ={z~@:]z]<l}, 
A_ ={zEC:]z]>l}, 
A,,={zcX+ 
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[Note that the following relations hold: +(lJ+)=A,, +(I’I_)=A_ u { - w}, 
G@cJ)==4J{I}; and $(A+)=H+, #(A-)=IL.\(-l}, ~(A~)=~,u{~~}.] 
DEFFNITION 4.6. Given an operator A, we define In,(A) by replacing 
II, witi Aq (r)= +, -, 0) in the definition of Tnn(A) (Definition 4.3). 
We shalI apply the above “translation technique” to the following result 
(the “Main Inertia Theorem” for operators on an arbitrary Hilbert space X - 
see [25, Theorem 6; 7; 2, Theorems 3, 53): 
TH[EOREM 4.7. Let A E B(X). 
(1) alzcre e&&s a hermitian WEB(X) such that 
Re(ZZA)>O i. a(A) n&-,=0. 
(2) Zf ii is hermitian and Re(HA)>O, then In,(A)=In,(H) 
We obtain the “Translated Main Inertia Theorem”: 
THEOREM 4.8. Let C E B( X), and suppose 1 e a(C). 
(I) There mists a hennitiun fir E B(X) such that H- CkHC ~0 ijf 
a(C)nAo=0. 
(2) Zf H is hedtin and H - C* HC ~0, then In,(C) = In,(JZ). 
This last statement is different from that of Theorem 4.7 in that we 
assume the additional hypothesis 1 @a(C). Without that assumption Theo- 
rem 4.8 can be false. If fact, In,(C), which appears in part (2), may not even 
be defined (cf. part (5) of Theorem 4.11 below). As for part (l), let’s consider 
the following 
C~UNTEREXAMPIJE 4.9. Let I” = Zs(lV), and define S E B( 2’) bly 
S(x~,x*,~~~)~(o,x~,~~,“’ ) (S is the so-called uni&ti shi!) Then we have 
;;(~,*~**J=!:p&, ..,), Therefore, S*S=:Z. Now if laj< 1, then za = 
,a,cr ,...)EZ and S+z, - = az=. Hence a( SC) > A+, or, since a( S*) is closed, 
u(P)1 A+. But, on the other hand, 11 Sills; 1, since for any XE~Z~ we have 
that 11 S’x~‘x~_213Ck12< ~~x~~2. Th ere f ore, a:(!$*) = c and, of course, u(S) := 
u(S@)*=A+. Now let H= -I, C=2S. We lnave then 
H- C*HC= - 1+4s”s=31~0, 
that is, the Stein equation is And Ivet u(C)-2~14. 
lREkf.4nx 4.10. What happened in the counterexample above was not an 
accident, since.. as we now prove, if H and C satisfy H--C*HC%O, 
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then there exist r and s, with O<r< 1 <s, such that either a=:= {;::7< 1~11 <s) 
c a(C) or ano(C)=0. 
P@. LRt A E b(C). Then (by Problem 63 .d [lo]) &ere exists a 
sequence {x,,}, with jjx,Jl =l, such that (C-Al)x~-+ as n=+do (A is said to 
be in the approximate point vectrum of Cc). Let D= H- C*HC. We observe 
tilat 
For n large, &is is approximately equal to 
Smce jl~ll= 1, we have \(HG,x,,>~~: ilH\I, and so we have proved that 
no pint in the boundzxy of a(C) can come arbitrarily close to Aa (he it 
inside or outside the unit circle). ‘I’bk makes the construction of the 
; bovementioned annulus obviously possible, l 
We are going to state and comment on a general inertia theorem which 
applies to every pair of operators C and H satisfyir~g the Stein equation 
H- C*HC>>O. 
For a given C E B( %),&lrl ote by Fkl,,, the vector space (r E 3c : @“x+0 
as M-+oo}. Set a(C)=&m~C md /3(C)=dimX,L. 
THEOREM 4.11 [3, Theorem C]. Let C, H E&X), iFI hermitian, and 
suppose that H - C* HC ~0. Then: 
(I) Xc is a ciksed incariunt sukpcuz fm C. 
(2) a(C)<i.,(H), P(C)==i_(H)J(C)=i_(H)+i,(H). 
(3) No nummicaE reZuticms k&d in general between u(C), p(C), ad the 
entries of In,(H) except hose of part (2) and their cmse~pmrces. 
(41 VP(C) < 00, then a(C)n~=GL 
(5) In,(C) exists ifla(C)nL&-0. 
(6) IJ’ I%(C) exists, tkn Inu(C)=(~x(C),~(C),O)=In,l(H). 
REMARK 4.12. 
(1) The separabihty of X is, used im the proof of thi?: theorem. 
(2) Pati. (1) of Theorem 4.11 says Xc is a natural objlect for an analyst o 
consider -it does contain its Iimit points. 
(3) One may think of a(C) ,and /3(C) as being i+&(C) and i_A(C), Then: 
(4) Part (2) tells how c ose we come to the conchsion In&(C) = In,(N). 
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(5) Part (3) says that we cannot come closer to that conclusion with these 
hypotheses. Also, we conclude that if ia( H) > 0, then of course p(C) = i _ (H} 
must he infinite. 
(6) Parts (4), (5), and (6) say that if either p(C) < oc or In&(C) exists or 
a(C)nb=:121 [which, in view of Remark 4.10, is only apparently stronger 
than 1 es(C)], then In&(C) equals (a(C),&C),O) and Inn(H). 
(7) Part (2) of Theorem 4.7 is a corollary of Theorem 4.11. 
Proof. Assume Re(HA)>O (H hermitian). Set B=A/(l+ 111111). Then, of 
course, Re(HB) :> 0 too, and clearly - 1 @ o(B) [since e(B) = (1 + 
]]A]])- ‘u(A)]. Therefore we can apply the “translation technique” to the 
operator B to get H - C*HC>>O, where C=+(B) [up = (n- 1)/(x+ l)]. 
Since # is one-to-one, we have that 1 =+(a) @@(a(B)> = a($(B)j= u(C) (by 
the spectral mapping theorem). By Remark 4.10, this means that ,u( C) n Ae = 
0. We now use parts (5) and (6) of Theorem 4.11 to conclude that 
In,(A) = In,(B) = In*(C) = In,(H). q 
REMARK 41.12 (continued). 
(8) So one can view part (2) of Theorem 4.7 as a vey well-behaved 
special case. Theorem 4.11 is a can&date for a new “Mtin Inertia Theorem,” 
since it allows the spectrum off C to spread across 40, One criiticism is, that it 
contains no statement about the existena3 of a hermitian H satisffing Stein’s 
equation. 
We shall now prove two propositions concerning the existence of solu- 
tions to the Stein equation H - C*HCXO. The fiirst one (which is really a 
lemma for the second) characterizes the c.3erators ,C that satisfy the equation 
under the assumption H>O. 
Given C E R(X), recall that the spec!!ruZ rnclitas of C is 
I 
f r(C)= sup 
XEa(C) 
]hj = ,,l.im~ ]]C” I]“‘“. 
THEQREM 4.113 [la, Theorem 4.11. Ciuen Y>O, t/here &sfi: an H:*O 
sU&L that H-C’~HC=-D iflt(C)< 1. 
I%$. e: If r(C) < 1, then the root test for convergence slhows that 
H=Z~_,C*'Z~Ck==[Z--C*~lC1-'(n) exists. Gbviausly H>>O and satisfies 
- C*HC=D. 
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e: If H - C*h;c: ~0 for some H ~0, we can choose a t I> 1 such that 
H-(tC)*Z~(~)>n~Zforso~~enz>O.P~utB=tC.Wehavc:therk,foreveryrr, 
&at is, (B+“HB%,x) = (H,B”x, B%) is a decreasing sIequeuce for each 
x E X. Since it is nonntgative, it must converge, and we get 
Thus B”x-+O for every z E 33, and so, by the uniform-botmdedness principle. 
a is, ]I B”ll <M for some M >O. It follows that $9;;“’ must be bounded, th t 
Vn cr; M ‘I”+1 and therefore r(C) =: t-$(B) < 1. 0 
THEOIUM 4.14 [3, Theorem 4.21. Zf o(C) n A,, -0, then there t&s&s u 
hemitiare H such that H- C*HC>>O. 
Proof. Set uq=u(C)nl~, q=+,-. Of course, a(C)=a+~u_. By 
Riesz’s theorem we have the (compatible) decompositions ‘x =%+ ax_, 
C=C+@C_, and Z=Z+@Z_, where C,EB(*X,,), u(C,)=u,, and 4 is the 
identity lin B(X,,). Now, since dim 9:; =dim %_ , there exists an isometry 
U:X_+3c$. Let S=Z+@U. Then SCS-‘=C+@B, where B=UC_UW1 
EB(X$). And u(B-‘)==u(B)“‘=u(C_)-‘CA,. We us.: Theorem 4.13 for 
C, and 13 - ’ to conclude that there exist O<K E B(X+ ) :and 8<:L E B(Xt ) 
such that 
K-C8,KC+=Z+ ;md &-(B-‘)*LB-l=(B-l)*B-l~O. 
From. the second of these equalities it follows that B*LB - L is the 
identity operator in B(X$ )u Now put Ho = K @( - L). We have HO+ = K* @ 
(- L’) = H,,, since the direct sum is orthogonal, and also, for the same 
reason, (: SCS - ‘) * = C*, @B’“. Furthermore, 
H,-,-(SCS-‘)*H,(SCS-‘)=(Z4:-C:KC+)@[ -&-WLB)] 
Setting H = S* H,,S, we have at last that Zf - C* MC= S* S >>O. 
REMPLHK 4.15. The map H+ H - CcHC need not be invertible. Lumer 
and Rosenbhun I133 proved1 that its spectrum is 
o(z-C*@C)=={I--X*p:h,yEo(C)) 
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and therefore may include 0. Similarly, the spectrum of the map H-+ 
Re(HA) is 
We end this section tith a reference to a different type of problem in 
inertia theory. 
DXWINIT~ON 4.16. Let A E B(X) be hermitian. We say that A is positiurs 
d@ni#e (and we write A > 0) iff (Ax, x) > 0 for every nonzero x 6, x. A is 
positice semi&finite (A > 0) iff (Ax, x> > 0 for every ;r E x. (If Idim x < oc, 
A > O is equivalent to A Ml.) 
In many inertia-theory questions if we replace “~0” by “ >O” or by 
“ > 0,” we get open problems. Cf course, some of thelm may not be 
interesting. We present below one of the many results obtaineu in this more 
general setting. 
THEOREM 4.17 [S, Lemm2 11. Let dim x < oo. Zf a(A)17 l&=0 and ij 
Re(HA) >O, with H hen&tin, then i+(8) <i,(A) and i__(H) <i_(A). 
V. CCNTROLLARILI’I?’ AND INERTIA THEORY 
Our basic reference for questions about control theory ii [123. In what 
follows we use a dot to denote differentiation with respect to t. 
DEFENITION 5.1. Let A and B be real matrices of dimeinsions n X n and 
n X m respectively. The so-called linear control process i= Ax+ Bu ;s con- 
trollable iff for every x0, xl E UV there exists a bounded measurable function 
l(q)(t) (the contder) such that the solutiou of $ = Ax + Bu,, x(O) = x0, satisfies 
x(t,) = x1 for some 0 < t, < 00 (i.e., u, steers or guides lea to x,). 
REMARK 5.2. Often the function u, is C”O. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Given matrices A (n X a) and B (n X mr), which may be 
complex, we call the nXm,ma matrix [B,AB,A2B,...,A”-‘I?] the con&~&&i& 
ity m&ix of the pair (A,B). We say the pair (A,B) is ccnzt&abk iff its 
controllability rrrahix has rank n. 
T~BORFM 5.4 (cf. [12]). ~=A;I- Bur is cuntio&zbZe ii ihe @r (A,BI) is 
cmtrollablt?. 
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THEOREM 5.8. Given i-Ax + Bu, there e&&s an unique subspace 
(?C * such that no point in (2 can be steered outside 6? and no point 
outs&k l? can be steered into GJ. The system f = Ax + Bu is controllable 
when mst&ted to (2. 
DEIWITION 5.9. (2 is called the wntrolhbility subqmce for the linear 
control process i = Ar + Bu. 
REw 5.10. (? is an invariant subspace for A. In Iact? there exists an 
invertible nXn matrix S such that S~={[X, a.. xd 0 s.. O]T:;r(ER) 
(d=dim6!) and 
SAS-‘=[+$I, SB=[!f] 
(A,,isdxd, B,,isdxm). 
Consider now an arbitrary complex Hilbert space X and two operators 
A and C. Set 
[e (AI C) is clearly il*variant for A and C]. For finite dimensions this is just 
the column-space of the controllability matrix of the pair (A,C), and in the 
real case it turns out to be precisely the controllab~ility subspme associated 
with (A,C). 
Now, let DI = J&e ‘%e -**a%. The following theorems are proved by 
H. Stetkaer in a recent paper [18]. 
THEOWM 5. Il. Let C 3 0. The following conditions are equivaknt: 
(IL) The equation Re(,AH) = C has a soolutio~ 13 > 0. 
(2) The set {D, : t > 0) is bounded in B(X). 
(3) Dt conrmges tmngZy to an operrztm D in B(X) (Le., Dir =lim,_+, Qc 
for eln3y xEX). 
(4) Ik!(Al&) = C(, has a soWion OGK E B@). 
If any 01 these mnditiom holds, then H-D ii II twsitiut! semkefsnite 
sobtiun 10 RetAH) = C. 
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and ~7 - %e - u” -PO as t_,ao if a(A)cII+. 
If D, the strong bit of Dt, exists, then VZ e -“‘*Ol stmngly (observe 
that (e-tACe-tA*r,x} = 1jV-C emtA+ r 11, which must tend, to zero for the 
integral (Dx,x) =l.im,,,l~(e-%e-ti*x,x)ds to exist). 
THEOREM 5.13. Let C > 0, and assume that D, th,e strong limi: of Dt, 
&fs. Then 
(1) H = D is the smallest positioe semidefinite solution of Re(AH) = C, 
thuf is, if X>Oand Re(AX)=C, then DGX. 
(2) DX=c(AIC), Dlc:>O, and Dle~=O. 
(3) [f C > 0, then D > 0, and if C:*O, then D ~0. 
IQ- 5.14. These results show that the subspace (? plays a central 
role in the study ’ f the Lyapunov equation. 
VI. GENERALIZATIONS OF SYLVESTER’S THEOREM 
We mark with an asterisk those propositions which are not to be found iu 
the literature. 
THEOREM 6.1.* Let S,H E B(X) with S inuertibk and H hermitian. 
Then In,( S* MS) = Inn(H). 
Proof. Let E, mapping from the Bore1 sets of QZ into the set of 
orthogonal projections of 3C, be the qxdral measure which the qectral 
theorem associates with H. Set Pq = II!:(IJ,) and ‘JC,, = P,,%. Then i,(H) = 
dim X,. Do the same for K = S* HS, and caU the resulting me-e F, with 
projections Qq = F(II,) and spaces X, := Q,%. 
Let x be a nonzero vector in X, . ‘We have 
O<( , x) := (HSx, Sx) = Sx, F,,Sx). 
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Hence (HP, Sx, P, Sx) #O, and so P, Sx-+=O. That is, tlhe mapjping P, S : ‘X, 
-X, is one-to-one. Therefore, i+(K)Gi+(H). Since H=:S -l*KS-l, one 
proves in the same ?Nay that i+(H)<i+(K). Thus i+(K)=i+(H). A similar 
argument gives i_(K) = i_(H). Now, since xEKer(K) iff Sx EKer(If), we 
have that i,(K ) = dim Ker( K ) = dim Ker( H) = iO( If ). Therefore, In,{ k’ ) = 
Inn(W 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let R, = (0,~). The set 
a= i (0)) u (e’@lR+. :O<B<2n) 
is called the my space of C. 
DEFINITION 6.3. Let A E B(x). Suppose there exists a spectral measure 
E with domain containing 51 and such that E(o)A = AE(o) and a(E(o)A) CO 
for every r3 E a. Then let @[A] be the mapping, from B into the class of 
cardinal rmmbers, defined by #[A],= dimE(o)X, UEQ. 
REMAFl.5. 6.4. 
(1) If &m X < 00, then E always exists and @[A], is the number of 
eigenvahres of A lying in 6) (counting multiplicities). 
(2) 0[A] is still another candidate for an inertia of .A. 
THII:OREM 6.5. * Let S, N E B(X) with S itnventible, N t;wmaal, and such 
that S’NS is also rwrmal. Then ll[S* NS] = 8[N], if 8 is determined by the 
spectral measure which the spectral theorem associutes with-N. 
RIGMARS 6.6. At first sight the hypothesis that !5*NS is normal may seem 
strange. In fact, if H is hermitian, then S @MS is hermitian and thus normaI, 
and so this theorem (which may be thought of as a Sylvester’s theorem for 
normal operators) is indeed a generalization of Sylvester’!;. That the normal- 
ity of S*NS is an assumption which cannot be dropped ma.y be seen by an 
e%iqJk: Take 
and N- -i 0 
L 1 0 1’ 
S*NS is not normal, and we have that In(S’@ NS) = (2,6,1D:~ +ln(N), whicl 1 
implies that t?[S* Nf; 1 #e[N]. [In fact, we have shown more: it is rwt ia I
true that If i\ k normal and S is invertible then In(S*NS) -In(N). f 
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Proof of fhorem. We shall give a proof assuming, dim X < 00, though 
the theorem is true for an arbitrary ‘X (in the general cas : the proof needs 
the spectral theorem for normal operators\. 
The result is trivial if N=O, and m we assune N ?=O. Diagonalize N so 
that iV= D 630, where D = diag(D,, . . . , DJ is uonsingular and the 4’s are 
scalar matrices with a(Di>n a(DJ==0 if jiE. Let S= 1”U (U unitary, P3>0) 
be the polar decomposition of S, aud let 
where dimQ=dimD (Q>>O, of course). Since we assnne S*NS commutes 
with its adjoint, we have that Np*N* = N* P*iV, from which it follows that 
D*QD=DQD*, or (D - ‘D*)Q = Q(D*D - “) = Q(D - ‘2) (since D is diago- 
nal). Prom that we may conclude that Q has the form Q=diag(Q,, . ..,(a) 
where dim Qr = di.mDi, D,%O. And so we have 
Now, for each i,D, =A,I=r,eqI, where @,ER, aud so u(Q&:)= 
e’%( ‘; Q,), which, since 0, ~0, implies that r3 [U,D,] = 8 [D,] Therefore, 
and the theorem is proved. m 
We now consider a different style of gene&z&ion, namely, we study 
hypotheses on the operators A, B, and AE: which imply I.n( A) = In(B). 4n 
obvious example, taken from the Main !nertia Theorem, is the one that 
requires A hermitian and Re( AB) ~0. 
Theorem 7 below was proved by W. Givens [9] for finite dimensions and 
generalized by J. P. Wihiams [25] to the infinite-dimensional case. Wilhams 
seems to have been unaware of Given’s result. 
THEOREM 6.7. Let A E B(X), and let C be an open cmwex set tin &e 
complex pknw cmtuining con(o(A)), the tmwx hull of o(A). T;hen &sre 
e&t-s an imertibk S cf B(X) (cikpendin~~ on C, of course) such that 
W( S - iAS ) c C. 
REMARK 6.8. The proof in the finite-dimensional cae uses the variant of 
the Jordan form of A in which the elements in the first superdiargonal may he 
made arbitrarily small. 
COROUARY 6.9 (part of the infinite-dimensional Lyapunov theorem [25])#. 
!f o(A) C II,, then thaw exists H >>O such ithat Re( HA) z*O. 
d%c$ If a(A)cD+, then by Theorem 6.7 there exists an invertible S 
such that W(S-‘AS)cl’I+, that Iis, Re(S --‘AS)>>O. Setting H-S -‘*S -r 
(H ~0, of course), we have 
Re(HA)=S-‘*Re(S-‘AS)S-‘>>O. 
DEFINITLON 6.10. Given A E B(X), we say that A is of SyZne.sfer tyrre iff 
In( PAS) =: In(A) f or every invertible S E B(X) {assuming that inertia exists 
in both cases). 
A nice 6:haracterization of matrices of Sylvester type was given by Dj. G. 
Hook, in im unpublished thesis written under C. S. Ballantine: 
THEOHXM 6.11.* 1f dim ‘X < co., then A E B(X) is lilf Sylcester type ijj 
W(A) lies in either (1) a straight line through 0, (2) R+ U {0}, or (3) 
n- u (0). 
w 6.12. For infinite dimeosions a general characterization has not 
yet been obtained, though that any of the three conditions of Theorem 6.111 -II_ 
holds for W(A) can be seen to imply that an operator A is of Sylvester type. 
THEOREM 6.13. * If A is hennitian, B is of Sylvester type, and u(AB) c 
II+, then In(A)=In(B). 
Proof. If al(AB) c II+, then by Theorem 6.7 there exists an invertible S 
such that Re(S-‘ABS)=Re(S -‘AS -‘*S*BS)>>O. By hypothesis In(B)= 
In(S*BS), \‘1e now use tlhe second part of’ the Main Inertia Theorem to 
conclude th It In{ S* BS) = In( S - ‘AS -- ‘*), and this, by Theorem 6.1, is equal 
to In(A). q 
‘FHEORIEM 6.14.* y-B~B(X)salisfiesa(B)n(-ao,(~~=~,~~I~~(BH~ 
-In(H) few euey hermitian H such that BH is hermitian. 
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PTW$. Cboaae the branch of the function kr : @\( - GO, 
is a holomorphic, onto homeomorphism satisfying fl = (& )* for ev xy 
XEC\(- m,O]. Select a simple closed curve y:[O,l]4Z\{a(l?)~(-m,O]) 
such that y passes once around o(S) in thz counterck&vise direction and is 
symmetric with respect to the w-axis (ibe., y* = y). L.?t A ==(l/%ri)l, fi (x.1- 
B)--’ dz. Then A ‘= W by the operati;onal c~alcrhs (see [21, p, 267 ff-1, for 
example) Wow, partition y with 3’s ‘and choose ti between q_ r and z1 in 
such a way that each 2: is equal to some zh, a.r.3 each q is equal to some &.. 
Ws’ng approximating Riemann sums, we ha e 
AHS 
[ 
& ~~~(E,r-.B)-‘(2,-.x!-,) 
i J 
(according to the way we have partitioned r). Therefore 
In( BH) = In(A2H) = In(A 
(in the last equality ,we’ve used Theorem 6.1, observing that A is invertible, 
since B is). 
The following result is stated by C. Johnson for finite dimensiora [ll, 
Corollary 11: 
COROLILARY 6. IS.* Zf A, 13 E B(X) are hennitiun and if 
+B) n (-CO,O]==@, 
theirJ In(A) = In(B). 
lkwf. Our hypothesis implies that B is invertible. Wsing the preceding 
thcorc:m (where the role of B is now ayed by AB), we have 
In(A)=In[ (M)B-‘1 =In(B-r)=In(B). 
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